Public Meeting of the Joint Engineering Team (JET)
July 21, 2020     12-2PM ET
This meeting will be held virtually

National Coordination Office for Networking and Information Technology R&D (NCO/NITRD)
490 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Suite 8001, Washington, DC 20024

Agenda

1) Administrative Matters
   a. Agenda adjustments
   b. Minutes of the June 2020 meeting of the JET – Paul Love

2) Overview of TIC 3.0 – Sean Connelly, DHS (30min)

3) Continued discussion of the JET’s tasking on tools to help with inter-domain issues – all

4) Round Tables
   a. Operational network security
   b. Networks
   c. Exchange Points

5) Meetings of Interest
   Jul 25-31      IETF 108, in person cancelled, moved to a virtual meeting
   Jul 27-31      PEARC20, virtual meeting
   3-7 Aug        APAN50, in person cancelled, moved to a virtual meeting
   Sep 14, 2-4PM UTC GNA Technical WG, in person cancelled, moved to a virtual meeting
   or Sep 15, 7-9AM UTC
   Sep 15-17      NORDUnet 2020, Reykjavik, Iceland
                   n.b. Postponed one year to Sep 14-16, 2021
   Oct 19-21      NANOG 80, Seattle, WA
   Nov 14-20      IETF 109, Bangkok, Thailand
   Nov 15-20      SC20, Atlanta, GA

6) Next JET meeting:
   n.b.: It is anticipated that JET meetings through October will be virtual due to COVID-19 guidelines and the JET’s usual summer schedule.
   a. Aug 18      12-2PM ET, NCO
   b. Sep 15      12-2PM ET, NCO
   c. Oct 20      12-2PM ET, NCO

WebEx: https://nitrd.webex.com/nitrd/j.php?MTID=m431362a6040500091a4377a13fb47257
>>> This meeting is using WebEx with integrated video AND voice <<<
Meeting number: 133 853 1800 Meeting password: JET1234

Teleconference: 408-792-6300/877-668-4490 PIN: 1338531800#